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From: Steve Marshall rmarshaiisj~comcast.netJ

Sent: Tuesday, July 21,20098:19 AM

To: Posthuma, Ron

Subject: For today's council meeting: Wall Street Journal article on" 
Ford's DOE funding request
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Ford Seeks DOE. Funding For Electric-Vehicle
Infrastructure

. http://online.vvsj.coin/artick/BT-(,0-20090720-709865.html#printMode

By Mara Lemos" Stein

NEW YORK (Dow Jones)--When Ford Motor Co. (F) rolls out its electrc vehicles next year, it wants
an inastrctue to support them; so the company is workig with utilties and seeking governent
support to ensure that a charging network is in place.

The automaker was the lead applicant for a grant proposal under the U.S. Deparent of 
Energy's $400

millon program to support the development of an electrc-vehicle market though technology
demonstrtion and education projects, said Nancy Gioia, director ofFord's sustaable mobilty
technologies and hybrid vehicle programs, in an intervew with Clean Technology Insight. Ford's
parers in the application are 15 electrc utilities that cover 55 millon customers, she said.

liThe project would benefit from all the knowledge we have from the Ford Escape (plug-in hybrid

vehicle) project, but moves well beyond that," said Gioia, referrg to a project launched in 2007
involving eight utilities and the utiities-fuded Electrc Power Research Instute, or EPRI. That project
entals placing 20 sport-utility plug-in hybrid Ford Escapes with the utilties to monitor performce
and instrctue requirements.

Under its DOE proposal, Ford and its parers would deploy 740 vehicles in four different segments:
smàii car, small SUV s, small business vans and large vans, with the objective of assessing and buidig
inastrctue for the electrc vehicles and ensurg grd connectivity.

"Our intent is to brig forward a very comprehensive national electrfication trporttion

demonstration," sad Gioia. "We went for the big wazoo."

The demonsttion fleet is also expected to collect data from the vehicles and speed up understadig
and adoption of the new technology by drvers, according to Ford.

The DOE grts come from federal.stimulus fuds and attacted hurdred of applicants, including may
privately held develope of advanced battery technologies. The deparent said it expects to anounce
the grant recipients in July and disburse the fuds in September.
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The DOE fuding is aimed at addressing the chicken-and-egg conundr that comes with adoption of
new technologies. Knowing that there is a market for the product is essential for automakers to justify
the investment in electrc vehicles and the disruption to their business modeL.

At the same time, drvers won't buy the new cars if a rechaging inastrctue isn't available, if the
batteries aren't safe and their capacity limts travel distces. There's also education required on the high
cost of these vehicles: In an all-electrc or PHEV, the consuIer spends upfront much larger amounts
than in a gasoline-engine car, but that pays for itself over time in zero or very little gasoline
consumption and sharly reduced maintenance expenses, electrc vehicle developers say.

"Electrc trsporttion is a genuine alternative to gasoline, and ths path of migrating to electrc from

gas is a tremendous opportty to reduce (carbon dioxide) emissions and reduce dependency on foreign

oil," sad Tom Reddoch, executive director for energy utilization at EPRI. "But it's different, so it
automatically slows people down."

Reddoch said that EPRI found that, in the existig Ford program, the battery in the PHEV Ford Escapes
that allows the vehicle to ru for 20 miles per charge will displace two gallons out of every thee gallonsof gasoline needed. "
"We're beging the process of familarg the public with the technology, to get an easy to charge
inastrctue," said Reddoch, who believes the first wave of electrc tranporttion will come as

PREV s, which have one battery and a gasoline ta that kicks in once the battery rus out.

One of the thgs that Ford and its utilty parers are workig on is the creation of open stadards and

open platforms for the charging ofPHEVs and all-electrc vehicles, said Gioia. The 2007 progr,
which staed with Southern Californa Edison and then attacted the other utilities, will ru ,for two
more years and cost $20 millon.

Earlier ths year, Ford receivèd a $10 milion grt from the DOE under its Vehicle Technologies
Program in support of that project. The Ford Escape PHBVs ar using batteries developed by Johnson
Controls-Saft Advanced Power Solutions LLC, a joint ventue between publicly traded Johnson
Controls Inc. (JCI) and Saft Group SA (SAFT.FR), based in Bagnolet, France.

To ilustrte the importce of having utilties and automakers workig together in the process of

adopting electrc transporttion, EPRI's Reddoch gave the example of the plug design.

"At the beging (of the project) each automaker wanted to have their own plug, with their own design,
and we sad we want a unversa plug, one with a common interface so that wherever you go (with the
car) it will be OK (to charge it)," he said.

Johnson Controls-Saf will also supply the batteries for Ford's PHEV, which Ford wil brig to market in
20 I 2, the same year tht it plans to launch the next generation of its hybrid systems. Before that, though,
Ford wil next year roll out its Transit Connect light-dut van the automaker's fist 100% battery-
powered vehicle, developed in parership with Smith Electrc Vehicles U.S. Corp. Gioia said the
Trasit Connect will cost between $60,000 and $65,000.

And in 201 1, Ford will launch its fist all-electrc passenger vehicle, the Ford Focus, with a 100-mile
rage per charge. The car is being developed with Canada's Magn International Inc., and Ford intends
to anounce the battery supplier for the Ford Focus later ths yeaI, said Gioia. The car will be assembled
at the same production line as its gasoline version, givig the company manufactug scale and the
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abilty to produce it globally.

Last month, Ford received $5.9 bilion in low-cost loan from the DOE to upgrade plants in Michigan,
Ohio, Ilinois, Kentucky and Missour.

-By MaraLemos Stein, Dow Jones Clean Technology Insight; 212-416-2017; mara.lemos-
stein(Gdowjones.com
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